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Michelle has been figuring out what her life is like now that the demon has been killed, and Sylvia

and Varro are dead. Even the clans of witches trying to attract her to their way of life have backed

off and given her a chance to grieve. Her relationship with Elron is stronger than ever, but there are

things left unsaid. On the way to her parents' wedding, the delicate calm sheâ€™d been living in is

broken. Witches are out for her blood, her family is caught in the crossfire, and friendships are

threatened. Work doesnâ€™t let up either, and she partners up with Elron to deal with magic gone

wild. Michelle finds that her problems are larger than one clan of witches, and is forced to choose

between the people she holds dear and the way of life she loves. This is the fourth book in a series,

following A Witch's Trial. It is a standalone novel, however, your reading experience will be greatly

enhanced if you've read the previous books.
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I enjoy the ongoing development of the characters and the fact that the writing isn't "formulaic" as in

so many of this genre... Well, not just this genre, but many. It held my interest enough to continue

reading at each opportunity, rather than set aside for a few days.



As the series continues we find our enterprising main character, Michelle, finally dealing with the

functional and dysfunctional sides of her heritage. With the introduction of Nana (her paternal

grandmother) encapsulating the deep love her parents feel for her and the happy side of family she

didn't quite experience growing up, her world is forced into a sad balanced with Gretchen (the

maternal grandmother). The tension and threats come to ahead in this wonderfully written 4th book.

The ending of which leaves so much unanswered, I can only praise the author for the cleverness of

the trap. I pray for book 5 to arrive soon.Aside from those continuing the series this is a fair stand

alone book and I would recommend it for anyone struggling with tensions in their life as a fun read.

Not only as an aid, but also as a balm.Happy reading.

This series has drifted since its beginning. In the first book we have a cute self assured witch,

Michelle, running her own business helping the police deal with magical issues. It was fun and her

cases were amusing. It has now drifted in to fighting demons and clans of witches while she is

forced to assume greater responsiblity in the magical world. Ok, series change. It is fast paced and

Michelle remains interesting. Unfortunately, the series has always had one huge weakness-Elron.

The elf boyfriend remains the series greatest weakness. They have no chemistry. He remains

shallow and after four books they remain a romantic question mark. They are celibate partners.

Michelle has vanquished the demon, survived killing her boyfriend's wife, and survived a psychotic,

power mad grandmother. The story is good except for the glaring under reactions. Her parents fear

her grandmother, but do nothing when their daughter is hurt. Then her father makes plans for her

without her knowledge, and Michelle is just like " okay." The landless witch suddenly doesn't get to

choose, and Miss Independent is suddenly okay with everyone else planning her life. Again too

many loose threads.

This series of books was well written. The plots in each book were well rounded. The characters

we're more than one dimensional. I just want to know what happened between Michelle and Elton.

Also what happened to Tiffany,Amber and Liam and his pack.

This is the first full on fantasy that I really like. Ok, the scope of all the magical creatures is huge.

�But, the well developed personalities of our witch without a clan and her friends grounds this flight

of imagination to a very enjoyable story. I'm looking forward to the next one in the series and I will



pay full price for it - that is a huge deal for me.

I've been reading this series from the first. The action is non stop in all four novels. However the

author does not ignore character development as they encounter one dilemma after another. We

have seen Michelle continue to develop into a powerful witch as the challenges continue to come

her way. Michelle has also developed an informal team with varying degrees of individual power

who help her when she most needs it as she travels along her path. Even her romance with Elron

has given her strength to continue on her path

Another chapter in the life of the main character and her friends. I enjoyed this book but was not as

enthralled with it as I had been with Conneely's earlier work. I believe she is using this novel as a

step into her next book....which I will read.
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